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cookie settings at any time.ContinueFind out more Definition of the phrase in a sentence ‘If she's looking for him, she'll find him.’ ‘They are perhaps the oldest
of all the noble families in the Christian world.’ ‘The marriage has traditionally been the place where people of the same religion, or who belong to a different

religion, come together.’ ‘This growing body of work has a simple message: the visual arts are not only a cultural achievement but also a critical societal
element.’ ‘Musicians, including classical, pop and jazz, are also specialised fields of expertise that require training and know-how.’ ‘The classification of the

English language has always been controversial.’ ‘A book about science written by a practicing physicist would not be a particularly good one, since physicists
are not trained to do literary criticism.’ ‘Some critics, such as two professors at Princeton University, argue that the increased pressure on poor students to

perform in English translates into decreased abilities in foreign languages.’ ‘The half-life is reported to be about seven days.’ ‘The whole news media industry
is built on the expectation that news will continue to be free.’ ‘After the fall, a staff of stenographers recorded the conversations in shorthand and filed them

away.’ ‘His problem was that he was beginning to think that the younger researchers were talking about him.’ ‘Individuals with unrequited love will
experience feelings of bitter frustration or bitterness.’ ‘We have a duty to bear our testimony to all, especially to those who are on the margins.’ ‘In earlier
times, if a man met a woman and fell in love with her, he would simply marry her and take her to his home, often treating her like a slave.’ ‘Political parties

are organised entities that have gained control of our government and who then put their own political interests ahead of all others.’ ‘The objective is to
define a language in such a way that any well-educated linguist, regardless of her or his 0cc13bf012

The last thing I watched on Netflix was a documentary called The War on Crime, and I have to say I was pleasantly surprised. In a world of superheroes and
God-like beings, learning about the humblest of soldiers can prove to be a source of inspiration. Space travel could be easier than what we think thanks to a

tiny rover that could land on distant planets and explore them. Bypassing earth bound controls: The satellite could land on a comet and take a ride to another
planet. Bypassing earth bound controls: The satellite could land on a comet and take a ride to another planet. (NASA Ames Research Center) A satellite-

mounted robotic rover that could land on and collect samples from asteroids or comets is under development at NASA's Ames Research Center in Mountain
View, Calif. The satellite, called a gravity tractor, could land on a comet and take a ride to another planet. For example, it could hitch a ride on comet Siding
Spring on a flight path to the moon. The rover, a small, boulder-sized box, would have a small arm at one end that would be used to grab and manipulate an
object. It would have a camera, a communication system, and a system to find its location. The Gravity Tractor, a small, boulder-sized box, could land on a

comet and take a ride to another planet. (NASA Ames Research Center) The robotic rover, a small, boulder-sized box, would use an arm to grab and
manipulate an object. It would have a camera, a communication system, and a system to find its location. (NASA Ames Research Center) The Gravity Tractor,
a small, boulder-sized box, could land on a comet and take a ride to another planet. (NASA Ames Research Center) The Gravity Tractor, a small, boulder-sized
box, could land on a comet and take a ride to another planet. (NASA Ames Research Center) The Gravity Tractor, a small, boulder-sized box, could land on a

comet and take a ride to another planet. (NASA Ames Research Center) The Gravity Tractor, a small, boulder-sized box, could land on a comet and take a ride
to another planet. (NASA Ames Research Center) The Gravity Tractor, a small, boulder-sized box, could land on a comet and take a ride to another planet.

(NASA Ames Research Center) The Gravity
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